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The Letter of Intent or Letter of Inquiry 
(LOI) is an initial phase of many grant 
application processes. 

LOIs are a common approach to 
reducing applicants’ initial effort and 
narrowing the applicant field. 
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Introduction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a persuasive document, your goal with the LOI narrative is to communicate with the reader about why they should fund your project. Use sections with headers, make it easy to read, always follow the instructions. Every private foundation sponsor will ask for the narrative in their own format. Follow the instructions! 
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The purpose of the LOI is to 
frame an argument for your 
project.

ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS: 
Why is your project needed? 

Why should the sponsor fund you?



Agenda

• Statement of Need (Why)

• Project Goals/Objectives (What)

• Project Activities (How, When, Where, Who)

• Evaluation and Impact (What Happened and 
So What?)

• Sustainability (What’s Next?)
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Five Major Components
Introduction

Five Major Components

Need or Problem 
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Evaluation and Impact
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Example LOI Processes

Writing Exercise/Templates

Conclusion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Proposals generally have these five sections. (always follow the instructions)



Agenda

• Section where the problem is framed.

• Section educates the reviewer as to the 
importance of the problem.

KEY TAKEAWAY: Successful proposals 
meet needs the sponsor cares about.
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Need or Problem Statement
Introduction

Five Major Components

Need or Problem 
Statement

Project Goals/Objectives

Project Activities

Evaluation and Impact

Sustainability

Other Elements

Example LOI Processes

Writing Exercise/Templates

Conclusion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Give some sense of the importance, its scale/size, and who benefits. IMPORTANT: the person in need is never you, e.g. “I need funding for my research because I can’t do the research without the funding.”The need is societal, e.g. “society (bonus points for as specific group within society) needs an answer to this question, because the answer improves society in this specific way.”



Example #1
RFP

Sally Foundation is seeking 
proposals for research into the 
feeding habits of endangered 
nocturnal butterflies. The 
foundation hopes to support work 
that sheds light on food supply 
needs of the butterflies to better 
inform protected habitat 
regulations.

Need Statement

The ground beetle is one of the 
more beautiful nocturnal beetles in 
the world. In order to conduct 
research on the beetle species, the 
research team requires funding to 
conduct its work. Following peers 
like Carey and Lowe (NSF, 2017), 
the team will travel to beetle 
habitats to observe and document 
their activity.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read the RFP for the fictional Sally Foundation, and then the need statement of a prospective applicant. Does this look like a compelling need statement for this RFP? Why or why not?



Example #1 – what not to do

• The need matches the 
sponsor’s stated priority.

• The need is not your need 
for funding, it is a 
community or societal need.

• The need is well defined, 
and is distinguished from 
the work of others.
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Need Statement

The ground beetle is one of the 
more beautiful nocturnal beetles in 
the world. In order to conduct 
research on the beetle species, the 
research team requires funding to 
conduct its work. Following peers 
like Carey and Lowe (NSF, 2017), 
the team will travel to beetle 
habitats to observe and document 
activity.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is not a good example of a successful need statement. It contains three of the most common mistakes found in a need statement: The need must match the sponsor’s stated priority; the need is that of society-at-large or the community, not the applicant or applicant organization’s need; and the need must be well defined and contextualized as a gap in the current literature or scholarship.



Example #2
Need Statement

The population of the nocturnal butterfly, noctis volantim, has been 
steadily declining with the loss of habitat, reaching an 8-year low in 
2020 [expert source]. Alarmingly, population declines were found to 
occur within sanctuary areas at nearly the rate of populations outside 
protected habitats. Without significant intervention, this endangered 
species will likely be extinct in ten years. The proposed research will 
investigate the factors associated with butterfly mortality within 
sanctuary areas in the Pacific Northwest, including access to food supply 
and predation. Results of this empirical study will be shared with policy 
makers slated to make changes to protected butterfly habitat regulations 
in August 2022.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
NOTE: there are no nocturnal butterflies, and noctis volantim (latin for night flyer) is not a real thing.The basic elements of a well-written Need Statement are: General description of the situation Clearly and concisely define the need. Keep it simple, avoid jargon and make it easy to read. Document the need. It should be well supported with evidence such as statistical facts, data, documented research and expert views. Target population to be servedIt should focus on the people to be served, rather than the applicant or applicant organization’s needs. Project impact What change will occur as a result of the proposed project? To what extent will the people served be impacted? Why is the Needs Statement Important? A needs statement answers the question: “Why care?” It demonstrates there is a problem that is important, significant, and urgent. A needs statement must relate to your organization’s mission and to the sponsor’s priorities. The needs statement establishes the problem and describes the conditions in the community that your organization will address. The needs statement is an opportunity to demonstrate your understanding of the issue and your ability to address the need. 



Agenda

• Section where the solution to the problem is 
framed.

• Section usually includes the following: 
• Project description
• Goals and objectives

KEY TAKEAWAY: Successful proposals 
design solutions that that meet the needs 
they outline.
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Project Goals/Objectives
Introduction

Five Major Components

Need or Problem Statement

Project Goals/Objectives

Project Activities

Evaluation and Impact

Sustainability

Other Elements

Example LOI Processes

Writing Exercise/Templates

Conclusion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Important: the goals of your project should be the same as the goals of the sponsor.



Agenda

Do the goals/objectives answer the need? Do they match the 
purpose the sponsor intends to support?
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IMPORTANT: Connect the pieces

Need Goals
Sponsor 
Priority

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Connect to the need/problem statement. Does the project answer the need? Do the goals match the purpose the sponsor intends to support?  



Agenda

• An overview of project activities (what, how, 
who)

• Describes what about your project is novel 
and worth the sponsor’s investment

KEY TAKEAWAY: Successful proposals 
differentiate their approach from their 
peers
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Project Activities
Introduction

Five Major Components

Need or Problem 
Statement

Project Goals/Objectives

Project Activities

Evaluation and Impact

Sustainability

Other Elements

Example LOI Processes

Writing Exercise/Templates

Conclusion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This section is the bulk of the letter and has the most detail.Answers the questions What do you plan to do? How will you do it? Who is in charge? Why hasn’t this been done already?



Agenda

There are four project activity descriptions (PDF). 
Match the description with its best describer:

1. The purpose of this project does not meet the 
sponsor’s intent.

2. The example’s stated outcome is not consistent 
with the stated need.

3. The objectives are not specific, measurable, 
achievable, relevant, or time-bound (SMART).

4. Good example.
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Project Activities Exercise
Introduction

Five Major Components

Need or Problem 
Statement

Project Goals/Objectives

Project Activities

Evaluation and Impact

Sustainability

Other Elements

Example LOI Processes

Writing Exercise

Conclusion



Agenda

Tie the activities to goals/objectives. Do the activities described 
meet the sponsor’s stated goals and your stated need?
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IMPORTANT: Connect the pieces

Need Goals Activities

Sponsor 
Priority

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Connect the need/problem to the project design/solution to the evaluation. Tie evaluation to SMART objectives



Agenda

• Section that describes how the solution to the 
problem will be assessed, monitored, and/or 
measured.

• Section may include the following: 
• Outcomes
• Impacts
• Formative and/or summative evaluation
• Reporting
• Analysis
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Evaluation and Impact
Introduction

Five Major Components

Need or Problem 
Statement

Project Goals/Objectives

Project Activities

Evaluation and Impact

Sustainability

Other Elements

Example LOI Processes

Writing Exercise

Conclusion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The evaluation plan describes the anticipated outcome of the project, and how you will determine if it is successful.



Agenda

Impact = the substantial way your findings or 
innovation will produce positive change. Includes 
quantification and context.

Private philanthropy right now is very concerned 
about the impact of charitable contributions.

Now, more than ever, the impact you describe will 
be a significant determinant of your proposal 

success.
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Evaluation
Introduction

Five Major Components

Need or Problem 
Statement

Project Goals/Objectives

Project Activities

Evaluation and Impact

Sustainability

Other Elements

Example LOI Processes

Writing Exercise

Conclusion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I cannot state strongly enough the importance of describing the impact of your work. Philanthropic moods may shift to other priorities in time, but for now, this is a critical component. Impact must include quantification and context (e.g.: measurable outcomes and demonstrated understanding of how results may fit into/inform current literature on your topic)



Agenda

Tie the evaluation to goals/objectives. Does the impact described 
match the sponsor’s stated priorities and your stated need?
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IMPORTANT: Connect the pieces

Need Project 
(Goals/Activities) Evaluation

Sponsor 
Priority

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Connect the need/problem to the project design/solution to the evaluation. Tie evaluation to SMART objectivesWill the results of your evaluation (impact) reflect the positive societal change you identified as a need? 



Agenda

• Section that describes what happens after the 
grant is over.

• Demonstrates the impact of a sponsor’s 
investment doesn’t die once the project ends.

KEY TAKEAWAY: Successful proposals 
demonstrate that they have lasting 
meaning
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Sustainability
Introduction

Five Major Components

Need or Problem 
Statement

Project Goals/Objectives

Project Activities

Evaluation and Impact

Sustainability

Other Elements

Example LOI Processes

Writing Exercise/Templates

Conclusion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No one wants to feel like they’ve thrown their money away. They want to know they’ve used it for something that has lasting meaning.Funders want to know your larger vision. There are a couple ways you could go about this.Sustaining the Program -- Is this one piece of a large project? Describe what comes next! Sustaining the Funding -- Will completing this project open new doors to other funding sources? Describe that! Sustaining the Impact -- Will the results of the project be communicated with others? Who and how? Why will they want to hear it? What are the anticipated ripples that completing this project produces?Important: don’t overdo it, and don’t use hyperbole. The purpose of this section is to demonstrate that you have a plan you are in the process of enacting and you know what comes next. That the impact of their investment doesn’t die once the project ends.



Agenda

Tie the impact of your project to the potential repercussions of your 
project after the grant period. Do the repercussions also fall within the 
sponsor’s stated priorities?
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IMPORTANT: Connect the pieces

Project
IMPACT

Project 
Repercussions

Sponsor 
Priority



Opening and Closing Statements

Opening Paragraph
• Short summary 
statement – your LOI 
distilled

• Might be the only thing a 
reviewer reads, so it has 
to stand alone

• If possible, use a hook

Closing Statement
• Varies widely 
• Offer a conclusion to your 
persuasive argument

• Reiterate the need and 
impact
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Budget

• At the LOI stage, budgets can be 
general descriptions of the project’s 
funding needs.

• Always include a summary of the 
proposed budget categories, even when 
not specifically requested. Insert 
budget summary as narrative in the 
project activity section if not specifically 
requested elsewhere.
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Agenda

• Introduction

• Five Major Components

• Need or Problem 
Statement

• Project Goals/Objectives

• Project Activities

• Evaluation and Impact

• Sustainability

• Other Elements

• Example LOI Processes

• Writing 
Exercise/Templates

• Conclusion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Follow the instructions!The amount of the request should be in line with the guidelinesThe budget categories should only include those allowable by the guidelines



The LOI persuades readers: 

1. about the nature, scope, and severity of the problem, and why 
it needs to be addressed

2. why your project is the solution to that problem, is thoughtful 
and informed, and is likely to succeed

3. why you are the person/team to carry out the solution

4. your problem and its solution are both a match to the sponsor’s 
priorities
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Conclusion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Narrative is the heart of the document. It is a persuasive document.



EXAMPLES
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• Introduction
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• Example LOI Processes

• Writing Exercise

• Conclusion

Agenda

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There’s a tremendous amount of variety in LOI processes. A few examples of the most common types.



Oregon Community 
Foundation:
Creative Heights 
Grant Program

• Annual program awards up to $1 
million in grants.

• Grants range from $10K-$100K per 
award.

• LOI open Jan 5 – Feb 15
• Limited to one OSU submission per 

year
• https://oregoncf.org/grants-and-

scholarships/grants/creative-heights/

The purpose is to increase Oregon’s 
cultural visibility and vitality while 
supporting unique opportunities for 
Oregonians to experience innovative 
arts and culture. 
Meeting a need: artists and culture 
bearers rarely have the capital to take 
creative risks, which limits them. 
Creative Heights funding supports 
experimentation and artistic or 
curatorial evolution that keep an 
artist’s/organization’s work vibrant or 
relevant and may provide an 
artist/organization with the potential 
for learning and/or meaningful growth.
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https://oregoncf.org/grants-and-scholarships/grants/creative-heights/


Online portal with text box entries
1. Please provide a working title for your project (50 characters)
2. Please provide a one-sentence summary of your project (300 characters) Please be succinct, this 

is used by the review committee for quick reference.
3. Artistic Discipline (drop down menu)
4. Is the vision for your project primarily driven by an arts and culture nonprofit; or an 

independent artist, culture bearer, curator, producer or collective? (multiple choice) 
5. Who are you? (600 characters) Tell us about your background as an artist or organization and/or 

describe previous notable projects.
6. What is your idea for a Creative Heights project? (1500 characters)
7. Who do you want to work with? (600 characters) Tell us about any proposed collaborators and 

their artistic/creative background, or how they'll support the project.
8. How is the proposed project different or distinct from previous work? (900 characters)
9. Select a preliminary grant range (multiple choice)
10. Letters of Support (upload a file)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This approach allows the sponsor to get concise answers to specific questions. Pros: Because everyone is providing answers to the same questions, it levels the playing field, especially between novice and seasoned grantseekers. Cons: Not a lot of space, very little flexibility



Russell Sage 
Foundation

• Three deadlines a year with rotating 
priority areas

• Very competitive; 15% of LOIs are 
advanced and 4% are ultimately 
awarded.

• Award amounts are up to $175K for 
Trustee grants or up to $35K for 
Presidential grants. 

• Significant limitations on allowable 
budget items. 

• https://www.russellsage.org/how-to-
apply/project-presidential-awards

Purpose: RSF makes external grants 
for social science research projects 
that address questions of interest 
under our programs -- Behavioral 
Economics; the Future of 
Work; Race, Ethnicity, and 
Immigration; and Social, Political, 
and Economic Inequality and a 
number of special initiatives.

Need: the improvement of social 
and living conditions in the United 
States
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https://www.russellsage.org/how-to-apply/project-presidential-awards
https://www.russellsage.org/programs
http://www.russellsage.org/research/behavioral-economics
http://www.russellsage.org/research/future-work
http://www.russellsage.org/research/race-ethnicity-immigration
http://www.russellsage.org/research/social-inequality
https://www.russellsage.org/special-initiatives


Mini Proposal

• LOI narratives are four pages long and are shorter versions of 
the full proposal you hope to submit.

• No more than 1.5 pages = outlining the problem, stating the research 
question(s), and reviewing the literature

• 50-75% = explaining how and why the data and methods will help you 
answer the research question(s)

• One paragraph for explaining how the project relates to RSF’s interests
• Short paragraph on budget and qualifications of the investigators

• RSF uses external interdisciplinary reviewers, so be aware of 
what other disciplines may say about your discipline. Avoid 
jargon.

• Preliminary and pilot findings should be included, if available. 
Likewise, power calculations, if relevant.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The grant portal has other places for adding information about yourself and your project (request amount, disciple, methods, etc), but those are generally for the RSF staff to match you with appropriate reviewers. Everything you want a reviewer to consider should be in the LOI.This approach allows the applicant to provide all the proposal components in a distilled manor Pros: Formatting flexibility. Easier to draw connections between proposal components. Advantages skilled writers. Cons: Not a lot of space to describe complex ideas. Reviewers may be distracted from proposal ideas by writing style and organization. Disadvantage novice grantseekers and poor writers. 



Education:
Charles Stewart 
Mott Foundation

• Education is one of four program 
areas. Education program priorities 
include: Youth Engagement; 
Graduating High School College & 
Career Ready; Advancing 
Afterschool; and Special Initiatives

• Past grants in Oregon have ranged 
up to $500,000, most between $15K 
and $200K. 

• Priorities appear to programmatic 
support and not research-oriented; 
supports regranting organizations.

• https://www.mott.org/work/grantsee
kers/

Purpose: to expand learning 
opportunities and supports for 
children, particularly those from 
low- and moderate-income 
communities

Need: education is the path out of 
poverty, but educational 
opportunities are not always 
available for those who need it 
most.
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https://www.mott.org/work/grantseekers/


The One-Pager

• Project Description
Please describe your project, emphasizing why it’s needed, whom it will 
serve, and what will be accomplished during a specific period of time. 
Be sure to tell us how your project fits with the Foundation's strategies 
and/or programs. Please limit your description to 6,500 characters 
(including spaces) or less (approximately 1.5 pages). If you find you are 
unexpectedly running over the character count when pasting text from 
Word, try first pasting the text into a plain text editor such as Notepad 
(Windows) or TextEdit (Mac) and then pasting it here. This will remove 
most, if not all, of Microsoft formatting and special characters.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Charles Stewart Mott uses a more generous than some form of these one-page proposals. First, it’s more than a page, and secondly, there’s additional space to enter your name, institution, website, etc., so you don’t have to use up space with those things.This is a bit like yelling your proposal idea into a deep well. More likely you won’t be contacted, let alone invited to submit a full proposal. In these cases, it is always preferable to have a personal contact at the funder’s office that can received your idea (perhaps a one-page write up!) directly instead of through the submission box on a website.That said, sometimes this is the only way. Follow the instructions! Remember to be clear and use simple language. The easier it is to read and follow, the better the response will be. Front-load all the important stuff into the first few sentences. Use bullets and headers to make it really easy to navigate. Remember, yours is one of many, many, many other submissions received that day. A one-page description of your project is a handy tool you can deploy to a lot of places. It takes skill to develop. Use the LOI framework to organize all the relevant pieces. Pros: Super easy. No deadlines.Cons: very low rate of return. 
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QUESTIONS?



Agenda
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5-Key Statements Exercise
Introduction

Five Major Components

Need or Problem 
Statement

Project Goals/Objectives

Project Activities

Evaluation and Impact

Sustainability

Other Elements

Example LOI Processes

Writing Exercise

Conclusion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s try a little writing exercise. We learned about the five component parts of most LOIs. In this exercise, you’ll craft a single statement that describes each of those sections for your project. When combined, these statements can serve as the basis for your LOI’s opening paragraph or the start to an abstract. �The rules are hard: A statement should be one sentence, 10-20 words, no jargon. Break them only when necessary and/or desperate. We’ll take 15 minutes to let you write them, and then when we come back, you’ll have a chance to share your statement  with the other members of our group.If you don’t have a project in mind, use your imagination. You can see my example on the worksheet is ridiculous. This is allowed.



Agenda
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Expanding your Ideas –
TemplatesIntroduction

Five Major Components

Need or Problem 
Statement

Project Goals/Objectives

Project Activities

Evaluation and Impact

Sustainability

Other Elements

Example LOI Processes

Writing 
Exercise/Templates

Conclusion

• General LOI (curriculum, public 
humanities, event series, creative 
arts)

• Research (formal 
research/scholarly activity)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have two templates to share with you for a LOI structure to use when a proposer does not give much guidance.  The first is more general and the second is for a research-focused proposal.  In the remaining time of the workshop, we invite anyone with a specific proposal idea to take this protected time to start expanding your ideas from the Writing Exercise to a full-length form.  We can stay on the Zoom call in “office hours” style and you are welcome to pop back in for a consultation about the LOI or what funder might be appropriate for your proposal idea.  We also welcome further discussion with you in the future.
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PROTECTED
WRITING 
TIME
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